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Step up to the plate - and Communicate
By Andrew Taussig, IIC trustee

Every element or participant at an IIC Confer-

ence is judged not just for content but for how

content is communicated; each contributor is -like

it or not - professionally watched, evaluated against

the core skills which comprise the skills ethos of the
gathering as a whole. The "what" is inseparable from

the "how", the medium merging with the message.

Gesture, posture, presentation are the handmaidens
of communication. One speaker will step forward

and patrol the front of the stage -looking forward at

the audience but knowing that his presentation is

planted firmly on the two screens on either side of

the stage behind him - Manoj Menon. Another will
rest an elbow on the lectern - pointing an arm or a

hand to this section of the audience or that - Robert

Pepper.

Others stay behind the lectern where the text rests

in safe, serene, close and controlled view .. Finally

in an age when a text of stapled sheets is a rarity

and when content (words or graphics) must be sum-

moned from its place of storage inside the laptop,

some contributors show a preference for presenting

in a seated position, crouched intimately over their

key tool of communication.

~ Of Presentation, PowerPoint and Wikipedia

Communications devices and techniques to explain

and illustrate communications issues: that is the

order of the day at a 21st century IIC Annual Confer-

ence. An event whose agenda topics are grouped
around "Reaping the Digital Dividend", as a cen-

traltheme, challenges speakers to come up with

graphic illustrations of what they consider key ingre-

dients of "the full communications package" - a

phrase used by Siemens' Sigurd Schuster, Using

as background an electronic garden Schuster illus-

trated technology development in terms of scenes

from everyday life, or meeting human need: the

needs of family life, business, contemplation, travel

and entertainment, among many others.
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Forecasting the market success of particular prod-

ucts - Schuster cautions, showing a man looking

skywards through a pair of binoculars - is a tricky

business: a theme broached in Breakout Group

two where Isolde Goggin, Eire's regulatory chief,

Dato Ismail from Malaysia, and Bharat Bhatia from

India wondered how many observers foresaw the

long-standing problem of spectrum scarcity being

replaced by the puzzle of handling spectrum plenty.

Sigurd Schuster drew attention to an internal West-
ern Union memo from 1870: "the telephone has

too many shortcomings to be seriously considered

as a means of communication". According to Daryl

F. Zanuck, President of Twentieth Century Fox in
1946 "Television won't be able to hold onto any

market it captures, after the first six months. People

will soon get tired of staring at a plywood box every
night". IBM's CEO, Thomas Watson, said in 1946:"1

think there is a world market for maybe five comput-
ers". And guess who said in 1983: "The graphical

user interface does not have advantages"? [Find the

answer at the end of this article]. *.

MDEC's Dan E Khoo used geometric images to

illustrate the relationship between ingredients of the

full communications package. Khoo's pentagon

identified key elements for the future as fixed/mobile

convergence, seamless home & extended home

provision, rich personalized services, high quality VA

delivery, digital cinema and quadruple play. Exam-

ples from MDEC's own portfolio were used to depict

the application of cutting edge technology in fields

like movie production, wireless communication, bio-

metrics and company training [IHL].

Those, like this writer, who reside at the non-tech-

nological end of the communications family, may

need reminding that IHL stands for "In-house Learn-

ing". Since the thrust of speakers' arguments was

generally clear enough, it was in alphabetical, ety-

mological terms that we felt ourselves challenged.

A wikipedia in every row might have helped. A PDA

(we have long known) is a Personal Digital Assist-

ant - rather than Pathological Demand Avoidance,
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Left: Sigurd
Schuster
addresses the
IIG conference.
On the platform
Brian Quinn of
the IIG (left) and
Dan E Khoo of
MDEG ~

Pitch Detection Algorithm, Public Display of Affection

or Progressive Democrats of America. ARPU too is

probably familiar (Average Revenue per Use). But

many sets of initials are not.

11 Facing up to the big questions

Underlying, overlaying all the words and pictures.

technical terms and graphic animations, was the
shared certainty of Conference participants that

communications and communications policies mat-

ter, for communities and for individuals. Grappling

with the importance of communications issues

www.iicom.org

means formulating and addressing certain key ques-
tions.

• Why, precisely, are communications important?

• How is the balance to be struck between market
forces and social responsibility?

• For the consumer, do terms like "the killer applica-
tion" and "the full

communications package" make sense?

• What is the proper regulatory response to commu-
nications services which cross traditional boundaries
and challenge established assumptions?

• How do businesses, consumers and regulators
cope with the scale of communications in a global,
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national and local context. What - in terms of geog-

raphy, necessity or affinity - defines each of these

dimensions? (Robert Pepper)

As a broadcaster drawing on his communications

experience as (former) CEO of India's national

public service television and radio, K.S. Sarma

addressed the issue of editorial freedom in a mul-

ticultural society. He identified a parallel between

diversity in nature (biodiversity) and diversity in

society (cultural diversity). Mr Sarma invoked India's

founding spirit Mahatma Ghandi:

, I do not want my house to be walled in on

all sides and windows to be stuffed. I want

the cultures of all lands to be blown about
my home as freely as possible. But I refuse

to be blown off my feet by any of them.

Mine is not a religion of the prison house. It

has room for the least among God's crea-

tures. But it is proof against insolent pride

of race, religion or colour'.

Noting that India had yet to ratify the U.N. Conven-

tion on Cultural Diversity, Mr. Sarma listed neverthe-

less a range of mechanisms available nationally

to encourage, if not enforce, tolerance, diversity

and quality programming. These included content
regulation, quotas, internalizing external standards

(where desirable), better implementation of copy-

right law, subsidies to encourage home-gown and
local programming and "must carry" provisions for

cable 'bouquets'.

From the Indonesian experience Dr S.K. Ishadi

underscored the problem of balancing an open

approach to international programme trading with
the requirement to sustain home-grown program-

ming in the national cultural interest. He recalled

how, after the fall of the Suharto regime, "me-too"

programme genres from homogenized western
markets had flooded the Indonesian TV scene

- especially the three or four new commercially run-

stations who gained market-dominant positions.

However, through a number of initiatives, notably

the Broadcasting Act No. 32 of 2002, an impetus

had been built for home-grown programming, with

more culturally distinct content inside national talk
shows. funds for documentary programming and
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more than 70 local TV stations now operating across

the Indonesian islands.

On that eternal question - the balance between
freedom and responsibility - there was some dif-

ference of opinion on how exactly it should be

struck. Data Siti Balkish, in the Breakout Group on

Borderless Media and Freedom of Speech, noted

that whilst Article 10 of the Malaysian Constitution

guaranteed freedom of speech and she valued the

interplay of different opinions, assisting consensus

was a central responsibility for the media. Majority

opinion was a major part of that consensus: so con-

tent which offended the sensibilities of that majority

was, if not illegal, undesirable, even reprehensible.

The Danish Cartoons incident fell into that category.

Andrea Millwood-Hargrave noted the distinction

between freedom of speech and freedom of expres-

sion, the latter being a wider concept, involving com-

plex contextual elements - cultural and societal.

Profesor Indrajit Banerjee, in the same Breakout

said the cartoons incident reflected the explosion of

long-embedded tensions. In general there was no

going back on freedom of expression and the free

flow of information - tides now running strongly in

India and the Sub-Continent. The only question,

when media moguls like Murdoch dominated the
media landscape, was "freedom for whom?"

~ Connectedness and Keeping Good Company.

It is a cliche about the internet that it has promoted

an atomized world whose participants are techni·

cally connected but psychologically alone, even

alienated. Many experts believe that this problem is
being addressed in a step-change of connectedness

whereby one-to-many, client-server relationships are

being replaced by the peer-to-peer pattern of one-

to-one or many-to-many, offering content-producing,

space-filling opportunities to ordinary consumers.

The hybrid term "prosumer" has been coined to

represent this new P2P reality - strikingly depicted

in KL by Jean-Paul Simon from France Telecom.

Blogs and chat room-type websites are obvious

manifestations of the P2P proliferation. MySpace

witnessed a 752% traffic increase in twelve months

and now has more page-views any website apart
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from Yahoo - i.e. more even than Google or MSN
The French have especially embraced P2P. 36% of

France's population are (in the neat phrase) "inter-

nauts"; they create 80,000 new blogs each day. In

France, and throughout Europe, young people [gen-

www.iicom.org

eration Y] are prime P2P 'prosumers' with Bebo, the

next generation college and high school network the

most popular of its genre with 1.5 million unique visi-

tors. The under-thirties are prominent evangelists for
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the new internet age.

Jean-Paul rounded off his presentation with a slide

which, for my money, would be a strong runner for

prize graphic of the conference: a traffic-light tree

with the branches showing inexplicable arrays of

red, yellow and green, to symbolize the melange

of system and confusion which marks our modern

communications environment.

11 The Realm of the Regulator: how new technol-

ogy intrudes and challenges.

Daniel Fung, Hong Kong Broadcasting Authority

Chairman, recorded with some pride that CASBAA

(Cable and Satellite Broadcasters of Asia) had
given the Hong Kong regulator, along with the Japa-

nese, highest marks within the Asia region. Justified

satisfaction, though, is no ground for complacency

in the face of enormous new challenges. Though

some of the criteria behind decisions are technical,

clinical and relatively clear, others are - as Profes-

sor Bernard Tan had remarked in Breakout Group

Six - highly cultural and subtly-nuanced, peculiar to

the regulatory environment of each country.

That similar challenges face regulators across

continents became clear when Mr. Fung's place on

the rostrum was taken by Antonio Amendola from

Italy's regulator AGCOM. Like all European regula-

tors AGCOM is engaged, not to say enmeshed, in

the complex process of updating the 15-20 year old

Television Without Frontiers Directive into an Audio-

Visual Services Directive. The crux of the debate is

around television which, as Antonio pointed out, is

present in 98% of households inside the European

Union and is the most powerful cultural mechanism

in the field of information and entertainment. The

average European sees more than three hours tel-

evision each day.

The convergence issue facing Antonio, Daniel and

the assemblage of regulators at the IIC's Interna-

tional Forum - and beyond - is whether the 'trigger'

for regulatory intervention is video-programming

content per se or the distribution of such program-

ming on a broadcast-transmitter network for open

access reception: i.e. like television channels as we

have known them through the second half of the

twentieth century.
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That dilemma has unearthed in Europe major dif-

ferences between governments as well as between

consumer groups and corporate business - espe-
cially businesses operating in telecommunications,

broadband supply and multi-platform merged con-

tent fields. The British authorities take the view that

regulatory intervention beyond traditional television

channels is unnecessary (because member coun-

tries have existing legislation or administrative provi-

sion to protect children and ban racially mischievous

content) and economically damaging (because it
stifles innovation and enterprise); the British face

opposition from the majority of European countries,

Antonio's Italy among them.

Affirming a synergy between regulatory and busi-

ness interests Joe Welch, STAR's Senior VP for

Government Affairs, cited research from CAS BAA

which, graph-plotting regulatory effectiveness and

business/investment value on separate axes, found

a remarkable correspondence between them. Some

might say: "well he would, wouldn't he?"

Meanwhile Daniel Fung and his colleagues face
the same regulatory choice around the interests of

business, consumers and the citizenry. Having, in

the context of Hong Kong's Broadcasting Ordinance

(2000), chosen non-interventionism, they find their
position increasingly challenged by 'quadruple play',

as Pacific Century Cyberwatch (PCCW) which has

upgraded its public switched telecommunications

network with ADSL (Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber
Line) and IP multicast technology. PCCW is cur-

rently marketing its 'NOW broadband TV, using IP

technology, multiplatform choice (84 channels), high

definition and four video-on-demand services.

Against such a background, the HK Media Author-

ity received an almost inevitable challenge to their

non-interventionist position when a complaint came

in that a TV service provided via the operator's

proprietary broadband network was not an internet

service and therefore did require a license. Using a

U.S. Federal Networking Council Definition, Daniel

and his colleagues decided the contentious service
did qualify as internet-based.

The complaint was rejected but the broader chal-

lenge remains, as was confirmed in KL from (so to
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Left: Data
Abdul
Wahid Omar
addresses the
conference,
with Robert
Pepper on the
platform

speak) the other end of the telescope by Ha Yung

Kuen, Deputy Director-General of the Hong Kong

Telecommunications Authority. That continuing chal-

lenge is a major factor in current deliberations about

whether Hong Kong should follow the US, UK and

Australian structural example in merging broadcast-

ing and telecommunications regulators.

11 Fixed versus Mabile

Readers who attended the 2005 IIC Annual Confer-

ence at Chatham House in London will recall a ses-

sion at which senior executives from 8T (fixed line)

www.iicom.org

and Vodafone (mobile) set out their stalls under the

watchful chairmanship of the then Deputy Chair of

U.K. regulator Ofcom. The issue: should fixed line

or mobile be the core of the full communications

package? The verdict of the conference audience:

(by a clear margin) fixed line. However, when the

moderator deftly turned the question to: Imagine we

were starting from scratch, with little or no existing

resource infrastructure, what then? The answer: (by

a bigger margin): mobile.

No surprise, therefore, that when the same subject

was raised at the 2006 Conference, in an Asian
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setting, the discourse carried somewhat different

emphasis from that which had unfolded in London.

As the CEO of Telecom Malaysia [TM), Dato Abdul
Wahid Omar, observed in his keynote address, for
fixed line to prevail over mobile in an increasingly

demanding competitive market requires a quality of

infrastructure rarely available in Asia. There the 'big

pipe', at the heart of the fixed line offer, lacks the

robustness to contain and fulfil the versatility of mod-

ern standards like 3G and quadruple play.

This was a key factor in TM's decision to prioritize
mobile in both its domestic and its regional markets

abroad; along with the narrowing tariff gap between

mobile and fixed line and life-style trends which

continue to favour mobile. Prepaid user registration
was an increasingly applied security requirement

against the background of the seemingly ever-grow-

ing mobile market.

Taiwan, South Korea and Singapore are the most

mature Asian markets with the highest telecom-

munications penetration; predicted growth rates

for the period 2003-2008 are no higher than for

North American and Western Europe. Saturation
in domestic markets, said Dato Wahid, is driving

TM into external markets; TM is especially target-

ing India and Indonesia. It is predicted that by 2008

nearly half the world's mobile users will be in Asia.

'I! To conclude

The impression I have sought to convey is of a 'well-
bred' conference, not in the sense that it was insular

or elitist, but in terms of credible speaker contribu-

tions planned to complement each other within a

crafted agenda in an ambiance of personal courtesy
and professional respect generated by a shared

appreciation of why communications matters.

•• Answer to question: Bill Gates

The Mse stand at the lie conference
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